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Alexandria defends integrity as a dancer 

I don’t want to lose my sense of humor but the Dec. 9th article by Teresa McLeland, concerning 
a bellygram at Halstead High School, has caused me a lot of irritation and embarrassment. 

I’ve been belly dancing almost seven years and have never heard my performance evaluated 

with the words Mrs. Nearhood (and Ms. Baumgartner?) used in describing the event they did 

not see. Disruption of the classroom schedules is a valid objection, however, I do question their 

phantom critique about the art of belly dancing. 

I didn’t see the presentation either so I can only defend my own integrity as a dancer. I have 
been hired to dance for and by church people, professional people, people in education (yes, 

even high schools), government organizations, for people as young as 10 and as old as 96, and 

for females as well as males. I have been featured on PM Magazine twice. 

As a member of the Phoenix Belly Dance Troupe based in Wichita, we have performed in 

Nebraska, Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. We have been employed regularly in area 

country clubs and discriminating private clubs–and they don’t hire artists “performing rituals” 
of “sexual entertainment” for their patrons, they demand quality and finesse. 

The professional belly dancer is required to employ discretion in selecting costuming 

appropriate to the engagement, and extreme care is taken to never offend an audience. 

So, what do these dancers do, anyway? If the name of the belly dancer bothers you, you are not 

alone. The dance has roots in North Africa and Middle Eastern countries. Those places refer to 

it as Oriental Dance. The French declared it “danse du ventre,” dance of the front. 

In 1893, with the introduction of some Syrian folk dancers to the Chicago World’s Fair 
Exhibition, it was dubbed “belly dancing.” That was Little Egypt and friends (who were, as I said, 

Syrian). She appeared with two other dancers who performed some ethnic dances of their 

country. They were also garbed in traditional dress of their country: covered from head to toe 

and with a sash tied around the hips. 

The problem was they moved their torsos to the music. It was scandalous! The dancers that 

Victorian North Americans were used to only moved their arms and legs to music. This was an 

upsetting glimpse into another culture. 

Interest in oriental dancing has grown tremendously in the last 15 years despite its initial 

carnival associations. Women and men (there are male belly dancers) all over the country have 

enjoyed the challenge and discipline of the different dance style that encompasses folk dancing, 

group dancing, cabaret style, and the mastery of musical instruments and rhythms. This is a 

serious dance form, not “burlesque.” 



All of this is to say: some of us have worked very hard to elevate the reputation of Middle 

Eastern dancing as a valid art form. I give my appreciation to all those who have been 

supportive. 

“Scanty apparel?” What about those little outfits the cheerleaders and basketball players wear? 

ALEXANDRIA 


